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Session Description:
One of the chief difficulties for newer department chairs is that there is often little
formal training for the job. As a result, many chairs spend their first few years learning
by trial and error, which is often a sure recipe for chair burnout. Exacerbating the trialand-error approach, newer chairs often find much of their time and energy gets
consumed by small-scale, daily issues. When this happens, chairs are less able to
become the forward-thinking academic leaders their departments need them to be.
As chairs ourselves, we come to ACC looking practical ideas for making our work more
efficient, less mysterious, and ultimately more doable. The strategies discussed in this
presentation aim to equip chairs with concrete, easily usable methods for operating their
departments on a day-to-day basis. Our hope is to help chairs learn to spend less time
and energy on the common problems we cover in this session so that they can focus on
the larger, more complicated, more impactful issues of their home departments.

Short session description (in case you need something more compact)
This session shares concrete strategies for helping department chairs navigate common
problems more effectively and efficiently. With attention to managing email, handling
complaints, constructing schedules, building relationships, and working with upper
administration, the presenters offer practical tips to help newer chairs succeed.

